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SA called back. SA said that the absolute minimum the Claimant is willing to accept is
The Claimant thinks that it has got a strong case on the basis that there is absolutely no
evidence that a telephone conversation took place and the application form states that the
Claimant did not elect for PP!. SA said that the difference between the Claimant and the Bank 
is ·• therefore SA encourages the Bank to take a pragmatic approach to avoid further Court
time and costs. 

HM said the Bank does wish to avoid further Court time, however it thinks is a good
offer on a claim which shouldn't have been brought in the first place. HM r terated the Wider
issues With this firm in bringing unfounded claims and the Bank would have paid out if it felt thal
it should have done. HM said that the telephone conversation took place in 2007 therefore the
Bank is unlikely to have a recording but the Bank can evidence that the telephone call took
place between the Claimant and the Bank. HM said this evidence is not provided in the

defence but the Bank can provide it before the hearing by way of a witness statement HM also
commented that Defence is signed by a statement of truth therefore the Claimant must accept
that this is the Bank's position. 

SA said that as the parties cannot reach an agreement the case will proceed to a small claims
trial. SA said the case will now filter through to the local County Court and the parties will
receive notification of the trial in due course. 




